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Co-Chairs Senator Lopes and Representative Gresko, Vice Chairs Senator Hochadel 

and Representative Palm, Ranking Senator Harding and Representative Callahan, 

Honorable Members of the Environment Committee 

CT Votes for Animals is a grass roots animal advocacy organization.  CVA is dedicated 

to improving and protecting the lives of all CT animals by championing legislative 

changes at the CT General Assembly and mobilizing animal supporters in every 

legislative district of the state.   

CVA is also a founding member of the CT Coalition to Protect Bears, a coalition of 

environmental and animal advocacy organizations dedicated to promote proven and 

science based non-lethal strategies that allow people and Connecticut’s native black 

bears to co-exist peacefully. The CT Coalition to Protect Bears opposes hunting of our 

state’s small bear population and supports humane policies for orphaned bear cubs. 

You have recently received our special report: The Truth About Black Bears in CT 

https://ctbears.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/03/truthaboutCTsblackbearsREPORT.pdf. 

CT Votes for Animals strongly opposes SB 1148 and SB1149. Our members are 

shocked and saddened by the proposals before this committee. Because we are an 

animal advocacy organization you could expect our opposition. But we are opposed to 

these two bills for more reasons than that they will result in slaughtering many CT 

animals. By authorizing a bear hunt, SB1148 raises false expectations for CT residents 



who are being told that killing bears will solve their problems. In fact, we know it will not. 

By expanding hunting to all days of the week throughout the state, the bill defies logic. 

Hunters and trappers are dwindling in numbers now representing a mere 1% of the 

state’s population. Wildlife watchers should have more opportunities to enjoy 

Connecticut's rich natural resources in safety and peace. Hunters have an extremely 

disproportionate use of public lands available to them, and this should be corrected to 

reflect the changing demographics. If enacted, SB1149 will ensure that a peaceful walk 

in the woods on Sunday without concern of being hit by a stray bullet or other weapon 

will be no more. 

Today you will hear from many about potential solutions to CT’s bear/human 

interactions. You will also hear that experts in places other than CT and with far more 

experience with bears, agree that hunting is not the answer to these problems.   

As currently written the lottery in SB1148 is indeed a “recreational or trophy hunt” tied 

up in a false promise that it will reduce the bear population and improve bear/human 

interactions in the northwest corner of the state. With the veil lifted, I believe this is not 

what Connecticut wants.  Let’s call it what it is and then have a debate about whether 

Connecticut residents want to have a bear hunt so hunters can adorn their walls with 

newfound trophies. I also believe legislators need to see the consequences of their vote  

to support a bear hunt in Litchfield County. At the end of my statement, I have attached 

several photos of bear hunts in New Jersey. They are gruesome and incredibly sad to 

see such majestic creatures tossed and maligned. This is what a yes vote to SB 1148 

could bring to CT.  Lest we not forget that DEEP already has the authority to kill 

“nuisance” bears”, that is bears are who are or were a potential danger to persons or 

property. This makes a recreational hunt unnecessary. On average, DEEP kills between 

4 to 6 bears a year classified as nuisance.  If that is so, why does the Committee and 

DEEP call a hunt for 10 times that many in one year?    

Black bears are naturally shy and they have no interest in us but they are interested in 

our food, especially our garbage which is abundant and too easily accessible.   

According to DEEP, of all the bear “conflict” reports from 2022, 796 involved bird 

feeders, 1234 involved trash cans, 146 involved livestock and 35 involved beehives. All 

of these events are preventable.  

What we do know is that a strong program of public education, aversion and removing 

food attractants – garbage, bird feeders from March to November, pet food outside, etc. 

works to mitigate bear/human interactions. 

• 2014 Yosemite National Park reported a 92% decrease in human-bear conflicts 

due to public education and garbage/food containment programs. 

• Programs to install and use bear resistant trash cans in Durango and Boulder 

Colorado resulted in significant reductions in bear nuisance calls and 

interactions.  



• CT town ordinances which impose feeding bans (removal of bird feeders and 

other attractants) have had a range of success, depending on how long the 

program has been in place and how well it is enforced. Because bears don’t 

understand town boundaries, if a feeding ban is not regional or statewide, in the 

end it will fail.  

There is general agreement among experts that these programs work, nevertheless 

they have not been thoroughly implemented in CT even though we know there is a 

growing problem with bears that become habituated to neighborhoods. Rather in its 

place is a call for a bear hunt, a solution to nothing except as a recreational activity for 

hunters.   

As a member of the CT Coalition to Protect Bears, CVA endorses the concepts behind 

HB 5160 which include a wildlife feeding ban, support for community-based conflict 

resolution grant programs and a program to develop protocols for orphaned cubs. 

Unfortunately, the Committee chose not to hear that bill.  

SB1148 is clearly not the answer. CVA encourages the Committee to reject SB 1148 

and in its place find agreement on a plan that provides for a comprehensive, non-lethal 

approach to peacefully coexist with wildlife. CT residents value this approach and 

deserve non-lethal effective solutions.  

With respect to SB1149, CVA strongly opposes removing all restrictions on Sunday 

hunting.  Several years ago, the legislature changed the law and allowed hunters to kill 

deer on Sundays using a bow and arrow.  SB 1149 expands that authority by removing 

all restrictions on hunting of any animal on all state and private lands seven days of the 

week. Many spend weekends with family and friends walking in CT's woods and 

enjoying the abundance of wildlife. CT residents deserve at least one day a week to 

walk CT woods in peace and without fear of being hit by stray hunting bullets or startled 

by the crackling of firearms or more.  Please reject SB1149: it’s the wrong bill for 

Connecticut. 

 

 

 

 

 

Jo-Anne Basile, Executive Director 
CT Votes for Animals 
info@ctvotesforanimals.org 
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Phots courtesy of Animal Protection League of New Jersey. 
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Testimony from Susan B. Linker 

Board Chair CT Votes for Animals and Chief Executive Officer, Our Companions Animal 

Rescue 

Testimony in Opposition of SB1148 AN ACT AUTHORIZING CERTAIN KILLING AND 

HUNTING OF BLACK BEAR AND PROHIBITING BIRD FEEDERS AND OTHER 

UNINTENTIONAL AND INTENTIONAL FEEDING OF POTENTIALLY DANGEROUS 

ANIMALS. 

Testimony in Opposition of SB1149 AN ACT ELIMINATING ALL RESTRICTIONS FOR 

SUNDAY HUNTING ON PUBLIC AND PRIVATE PROPERTY. 

Dear Honorable Members of the Environment Committee,  

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to testify.  

As a member of two animal welfare organizations  in CT, I am deeply troubled that the 

legislature is once again considering legalizing a hunt of CT's native black bears. Studies show 

that hunting does not reduce human-bear conflicts. Rather these conflicts decline when 

attractants are removed. 

 

Humane minded residents, which are most people, want humane resolutions to conflicts with 

wildlife. There are well proven solutions that focus on community based attractant removal and 

public education.  Please support these proven strategies and oppose the bear hunt in SB 1148.   

  

Also please oppose SB 1149. I speak for myself and other nature lovers who enjoy being in 

woods and value the one day of the week that I can hike and explore our natural environment 

without the violence of hunting. 

 



Name: Ilene Lefland 
Title: Board of Directors 
Organization or Agency: CT Votes for Animals 
Topic: SB01149 - AA ELIMINATING ALL RESTRICTIONS FOR SUNDAY HUNTING ON PUBLIC...
Opposes

Testimony: 

Testimony in opposition to SB 1142 to legalize a lottery to hunt black bears in CT and HB 1149 to allow
hunting every day of the week
Ilene Lefland

As I was taking my usual walk one morning in Winchester CT, I rounded a hill and noticed a large black
bear standing in the middle of the road about 50 feet away. Understandably startled, I stared at him for a
few seconds while he looked at me. I started backing up very slowly as he sauntered across the road and
into the woods. He clearly had no interest in me. 
I have spotted a few of the black bears living in the woods of Litchfield County but this was my first
face-to-face encounter. Initially I had unwittingly put up bird feeders at our home but brought them in
immediately after they were knocked down by a foraging bear. It was an education for me in the ways of
the wild and life in rural CT. 

CT’s wildlife do not want to hurt people; I cannot understand why on earth we would want to kill them!
Bears live in the woods and spend the vast majority of their day looking for food. When people make it
easily available — in bird feeders, trash cans, picnic sites, etc., — it becomes an attractant to the bears
who will naturally return seeking more. This is not “they’re bad” — it’s ours. That is why legislation
requiring property owners to take steps to mitigate the attraction of food sources are essential steps to
enabling a peaceful coexistence with our bear population. 

Research shows that hunting does not reduce human-bear conflicts; rather these conflicts decline when
food sources are removed. In communities with effective “bear smart” programs, interactions are
drastically reduced. 

Moreover, a hunting lottery in the state, habituated bears would not become the targets of hunters but
rather those bears who are innocently living and feeding in the wild. Hunters don’t hunt in
neighborhoods; they hunt in the woods! I would also add that I am just as opposed to HB 1149 that
would allow hunting of all kinds every day of the week. 

Why would anyone want to kill these bears? For sport? For recreation? Not a good enough reason! Bears
live here too. We are taking away their habitat for more and more human development and then cry out
when they go looking for food. 

Please let the bears live in peace. 

Respectfully submitted,
Ilene Lefland, North Haven and Winchester, CT
Board of Directors, CT Votes for Animals



Testimony Presented to the Environment Committee 
March 10, 2023 

 
Anne Foley 

Member, Board of Directors 
CT Votes for Animals 

 
Testimony 

 opposing Section 2 of Senate Bill 1148 
 AA Authorizing Certain Killing and Hunting of Black Bear and Prohibiting Bird Feeders and 

Other Unintentional and Intentional Feeding of Potentially Dangerous Animals 
 

And opposing Senate Bill 1149 
AA Eliminating All Restrictions for Sunday Hunting on Public and Private Property 

 
 
Senator Lopes, Representative Gresko and distinguished members of the Environment 
Committee, thank you for the opportunity to offer testimony opposing Section 2 of Senate Bill 
1148 AA Authorizing Certain Killing and Hunting of Black Bear and Prohibiting Bird Feeders 
and Other Unintentional and Intentional Feeding of Potentially Dangerous Animals And 
opposing Senate Bill 1149 AA Eliminating All Restrictions for Sunday Hunting on Public and 
Private Property 
 
Section 2 of SB 1148 would establish an annual bear hunt season in Litchfield County to kill 
fifty bears.  Please do not support this provision.  Bears are opportunistic feeders, and they are 
not interested in us.  Bears deep in the woods – the target of a hunt – are not the bears causing 
concerns.  In fact, there is evidence that hunting bears is counter-productive as a means of 
reducing human-bear conflicts. A recent extensive studyi, utilizing data from 2004 through 
2019, concluded that the most effective way to manage bear and human interactions is through 
coexistence and proper management of attractants. 
 
The study demonstrated that after establishing a new hunting season there was no reduction 
in interactions or incidents, and these were higher in areas with the new hunting season 
relative to control areas. Human–bear interactions and incidents were strongly related to the 
availability of natural foods in all analyses. Regulated hunting was ineffective at reducing 
human–bear interactions and incidents in the near-term and might have increased both. The 
results support a long history of research showing that natural food availability is a primary 
driver of human–wildlife conflict. Programs promoting coexistence between people and 
wildlife, including education and management of unnatural food sources are likely to be the 
most successful at reducing conflicts between people and bears. 
 
Please support humane resolutions to conflicts with wildlife – not Section 2 of SB 1148 which is 
the opposite. 
 



Senate Bill 1149 would eliminate all restrictions for hunting on Sundays.  Please continue to 
give animals, and humans who like to enjoy nature, a break from killing on one day a week in 
Connecticut and do not act favorably on this bill. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide testimony to you regarding my significant concerns 
with both of these bills. 
 

 
i Northrup, J. M.,  Howe, E.,  Inglis, J.,  Newton, E.,  Obbard, M. E.,  Pond, B., and  Potter, 
D..  2023.  Experimental test of the efficacy of hunting for controlling human–wildlife conflict. Journal of 
Wildlife Managemente22363. https://doi.org/10.1002/jwmg.22363 



3/7/23 

 

Dear Honorable Members of the Environment Committee: 

 

Ref: Oppose SB 1149 – An Act Eliminating all Restrictions for Sunday Hunting  

 

I am writing to express my strong opposition to SB 1149 which would allow for the expansion of 

hunting on Sundays which is currently prohibited. Connecticut residents deserve to have one 

day a week when they can hike on public (and private) lands without the fear of running into 

hunters. 

There is no need to expand hunting on Sundays which would be for the benefit of a relatively 

small number of state residents. 

 

Thank You 

Henry Petrofsky 
131 Four Rod Road 
Kensington, Ct 06037 
 



Name: Karen Laski 
Title: Advisory Board Member 
Organization or Agency: CT Votes for Animals 
Topic: SB01149 - AA ELIMINATING ALL RESTRICTIONS FOR SUNDAY HUNTING ON PUBLIC...
Opposes

Testimony: 

Dear Honorable Members of Environment Committee,
I oppose two bills Senate Bill 1148 An Act Authorizing Certain Killing of Black Bear and Senate Bill
1149 An Act Eliminating All Restrictions for Sunday Hunting. I can't believe the Environment
Committee is even considering these bills. Please no.
Thank you,
Karen Laski



Name: Linda Pleva 
Title: 
Organization or Agency: CT Votes for Animals 
Topic: SB01149 - AA ELIMINATING ALL RESTRICTIONS FOR SUNDAY HUNTING ON PUBLIC...
Opposes

Testimony: 

I strongly oppose Sunday hunting. Please allow people to relax and enjoy walking/hiking in the woods
while enjoying our wildlife on at least one day a week. Hunting on Sunday is not necessary and would
take away the peacefulness of CT's woods.



Name: Andrea Dobras 
Title: Board Member 
Organization or Agency: CT Votes for Animals 
Topic: SB01149 - AA ELIMINATING ALL RESTRICTIONS FOR SUNDAY HUNTING ON PUBLIC...
Opposes

Testimony: 

I am a resident of CT and I am horrified that the legislature is considering legalizing a hunt of CT's native
black bears. Studies show that hunting does not reduce human-bear conflicts. Rather these conflicts
decline when attractants are removed. CT residents want humane resolutions to conflicts with wildlife.
There are well proven solutions that focus on community based attractant removal and public education.
Please support these proven strategies and oppose the bear hunt in SB 1148. 

Further, please oppose SB 1149. CT residents deserve at least one day a week to walk CT woods in
peace and to enjoy the wildlife.



Name: Andrea Kerin 
Title: Board Member 
Organization or Agency: CT Votes for Animals 
Topic: SB01149 - AA ELIMINATING ALL RESTRICTIONS FOR SUNDAY HUNTING ON PUBLIC...
Opposes

Testimony: 

Dear Honorable Members of the Environment Committee,

I write in opposition to SB 1149. 

The vast majority of Connecticut residents are not hunters. Please permit this citizen majority to retain
Sunday as a day free of hunting.

Sincerely,

Andrea Kerin
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